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Abstract

Individuals with germline mutations in the gene encoding phosphatase and tensin homolog on chromosome ten (PTEN) are
diagnosed with PTEN hamartoma tumor syndrome (PHTS) and are at high risk for developing breast, thyroid and other
cancers and/or autoimmunity or neurodevelopmental issues including autism spectrum disorders. Although well
recognized as a tumor suppressor, involvement of PTEN mutations in mediating such a diverse range of phenotypes
indicates a more central involvement for PTEN in immunity than previously recognized. To address this, sequencing of the
T-cell receptor variable-region β-chain was performed on peripheral blood from PHTS patients. Based on patient findings, we
performed mechanistic studies in two Pten knock-in murine models, distinct from each other in cell compartment-specific
predominance of Pten. We found that PTEN mutations in humans and mice are associated with a skewed T- and B-cell gene
repertoire, characterized by increased prevalence of high-frequency clones. Immunological characterization showed that
Pten mutants have increased B-cell proliferation and a proclivity towards increased T-cell reactivity upon Toll-like-receptor
stimulation. Furthermore, decreases in nuclear but not cytoplasmic Pten levels associated with a reduction in expression of
the autoimmune regulator (Aire), a critical mediator of central immune tolerance. Mechanistically, we show that nuclear
PTEN most likely regulates Aire expression via its emerging role in splicing regulation. We conclude that germline
disruption of PTEN, both in human and mouse, results in compromised central immune tolerance processes that may
significantly impact individual stress responses and therefore predisposition to autoimmunity and cancer.
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Introduction
As a well-known tumor suppressor gene, phosphatase and
tensin homolog on chromosome ten (PTEN, OMIM ∗601728)
is frequently somatically mutated in sporadic cancers (1, 2)
and mutated in the germline in heritable cancer/overgrowth
syndromes (3). It negatively regulates phospho-inositol-3-kinase
(PI3K) signaling, critical for cell growth, survival, proliferation
and motility (4).

Germline PTEN mutations occur in subsets of disparate clini-
cal disorders such as Cowden syndrome (OMIM #158350), Ban-
nayan–Riley–Ruvalcaba syndrome (#158350) and autism spec-
trum disorder (ASD) with macrocephaly (#605309) (3,5,6). Indi-
viduals with germline PTEN mutations, irrespective of clinical
phenotype, are referred to as having PTEN hamartoma tumor
syndrome (PHTS; 7), characterized by an increased incidence of
breast, thyroid and other cancers, as well as ASD in up to 23% of
patients (3,8).

In addition to its well-documented association with cancers
and ASD, highly variable and often contradictory autoimmune
phenotypes have been reported, both in patients with germline
PTEN mutations (9,10) and in murine models (9–12). At first
puzzling, we and others have also shown increased prevalence
of Hashimoto’s thyroiditis (RR 14.4 versus 5), lymphoid hyper-
plasia and inflammation in multiple organs such as the gut,
thyroid, adrenal glands and lymphatic tissue in individuals with
germline PTEN mutations (13, 14).

As a crucial regulator of the AKT/mTOR pathway, PTEN
involvement in peripheral immune cell proliferation and reg-
ulation is expected (10,15,16). The canonical functions of PTEN
may therefore explain the increased incidence of autoimmunity
in individuals with germline PTEN mutations. However, the
extreme variability of phenotypes observed in PHTS patients,
ranging from autoimmunity to benign growths and malignant
cancers to the spectrum of autism disorders, indicates a more
central involvement of PTEN in immunity and inflammation.
We therefore hypothesized that PTEN dysfunction in PHTS
patients may impact critical processes involved in establishment
of the immune repertoire, which would affect stress response
to physiological insults and in turn determine differential
predisposition to cancer, autoimmunity and/or ASD.

To further gain insight into the mechanism by which sys-
temic Pten dysfunction observed in PHTS patients may impact
immune responses, we used murine models with germline
mutations in Pten that result in constitutive cytoplasmic or
nuclear predominant Pten localization. The systemic and
constitutive decrease in Pten in our models allowed observation
of the interplay between multiple cell lineages in peripheral
and central immunological sites (in contrast to cell specific Pten
mutant models), therefore providing a more physiologically
relevant assessment of immune parameters observed in
patients with germline PTEN mutations (11,15).

Results
Germline PTEN mutations are associated with
increased prevalence of high-frequency T-cell
clones in the peripheral immune repertoire

TCRVβ repertoires of a selected cohort of PTEN mutation-positive
individuals were analyzed to interrogate the impact of their
germline PTEN mutations on peripheral immunity. Our analyses
revealed increased prevalence of high-frequency T-cell clones
(clones with > 4%) in the peripheral blood of PHTS individ-
uals (7/35, Fig. 1A) compared to healthy controls (0/35) from

two publicly available cohorts (immune access data, adaptive
biotechnology; Fig. 1B, Supplementary Material, Fig. S1). These
analyses reveal that different germline PTEN mutations (non-
synonymous, nonsense as well as pathogenic/likely pathogenic
missense variants) are associated with significant increase in
the prevalence of high-frequency T- and B-cell clones in periph-
eral blood (Fig. 1C). Interestingly, the one variant in the intronic
region (benign variant) included in the cohort (c.1026 + 327 > G)
and the only one clearly classified as non-pathogenic showed
no increase in TCRVβ frequencies in any of the individuals with
the mutation. All other deletion or missense mutations in exons,
where multiple individuals could be sampled, showed presence
of high-frequency TCRVβ clones in one or more individual.

To assess if a skewed immune repertoire is a common phe-
nomenon observable in other models of systemic Pten decrease,
we evaluated the peripheral T-cell immune repertoire (Tcrvb
diversity) of Ptenm3m4 mice. Mutant and wild-type mice housed
in the same cage for their entire lifetimes were compared. Sig-
nificantly, more high-frequency T-cell clones (>0.05% in the
periphery) were found in Ptenm3m4/m3m4 and PtenWT/m3m4 mutants
compared to wild-type littermates (Fig. 2A). In fact, the top 10
most frequent T-cell clones were exclusively present in Pten
mutants (P = 0.014, Fig. 2A right panel). The presence of a skewed
immune repertoire was further reinforced by the greater preva-
lence of high-frequency B-cell clones in Ptenm3m4/m3m4 compared
to PtenWT/m3m4 and wild-type littermates (Fig. 2B). In contrast
to the Ptenm3m4 mutants with reduced nuclear Pten, the B6-
PtenWT/Y68H mice with normal nuclear Pten levels showed lit-
tle to no high-frequency T-cell clones (Fig. 2C), thereby sug-
gesting a unique role for nuclear Pten in immune repertoire
generation.

Mice with systemically decreased Pten expression
show predisposition to autoimmunity, T-cell
hyper-reactivity and B-cell hyperactivation

100% of Ptenm3m4/m3m4 homozygous mutants (n > 60) have an
immune activation phenotype, characterized by splenomegaly,
thymic hypertrophy and intestinal B-cell hyperplasia, pheno-
types similar to those reported in PHTS patients (Supplementary
Material, Fig. S2). PtenWT/m3m4 mice display similar but compar-
atively moderate phenotypes. Uveitis (approximately 10% of
mice) and hemorrhagic lymph nodes (approximately 50% of
mice) were also observed but only in Ptenm3m4/m3m4 homozygous
mutants.

Further immune characterization revealed significantly
increased pro-inflammatory IgG2b antibody in CD1-Ptenm3m4/m3m4

(5-fold increase, P = 4 × 10−5) and CD1-PtenWT/m3m4 (2-fold
increase, P = 0.049) mice compared to PtenWT/WT littermates
(Fig. 3A and B). Circulating antibodies were reactive to IFN-
α (n = 10, Ptenm3m4/m3m4 versus PtenWT/WT P = 0.0023, Fig. 3C)
similar to reports in other systemic autoimmune diseases.
Higher serum IgG levels were associated with increased IgG
infiltration in adrenal glands of Ptenm3m4 mutants (Fig. 3D,
quantified in Supplementary Material, Fig. S3A left panel).
However, no significant antibody infiltration was observed
in the heart, liver, lung, thyroid, ovary or testis. Significant
B220+ cellular infiltrates were observed in the kidney and
liver of Ptenm3m4/m3m4 mice (Supplementary Material, Fig. S2F,
quantified in Supplementary Material, Fig. S3A center panel). B-
cell germinal center formation in the spleen of Ptenm3m4 mutant
mice (Fig. 3E bottom panels) indicated greater B cell activation,
typically seen in various systemic rheumatoid and autoimmune
diseases. B cell numbers were also increased by approximately
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Figure 1. Patients with PTEN mutations have a skewed T-cell repertoire with increased prevalence of high-frequency T-cell clones compared to PTEN wild-type

population. (A) Tracked frequencies of top 10 TCRVB clones in patients with PTEN mutations (Cleveland Clinic cohort; n = 35) compared to tracked frequencies of

top 10 TCRVB clones in publicly available data from healthy controls. (B) Keck cohort controls (n = 34) and (Supplementary Material, Fig. S1) HIP cohort controls (n = 35).

(C) Cumulative frequencies of top 25 clones in PHTS patients identified by their PTEN mutation. Red line depicts an arbitrary cut off at 5% cumulative frequency of top

25 clones to highlight propensity towards higher clonal frequencies associated with specific PTEN mutations.

3-folds in hypertrophic lymph nodes of Pten mutant mice by
immunohistochemistry (IHC) (Fig. 3F, Supplementary Material,
Fig. S3A right panel) and flow cytometry (19.75% B cells in
Ptenm3m4/m3m4 mice >10.4% in PtenWT/m3m4 mice >7.1% in PtenWT/WT;
P = 0.014; n = 3; Fig. 3G). These analyses of both lymphoid
and non-lymphoid compartments suggest ongoing B-cell

inflammatory activity in mice with constitutively decreased
Pten.

CD1-Ptenm3m4 mice showed significantly higher lymph node
ELISpot frequencies upon toll-like receptor (TLR) (Fig. 4A left
panel) or non-specific T-cell stimulation with Concanavalin
A (Fig. 4A right panel, P = 0.019). Highest IFNγ responses were
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Figure 2. Systemically decreased Pten is associated with a skewed peripheral immune repertoire with increased high-frequency clones in mice. Tcrvb sequencing

analysis showing: (A) Left panel: top 10 most frequent Tcrvβ clones in CD1-Ptenm3m4 mice tracked by frequency of occurrence (n = 9, 3 for each genotype). Right panel: the

number of clones present at >0.05% frequency in CD1 background, homozygous mutant Ptenm3m4/m3m4 (Pten−/−) mice compared to PtenWT/m3m4 heterozygous mutant

(Pten+/−) and PtenWT/WT wild-type (Pten+/+) mice (P = 0.014). (B) Top 10 most frequent BCR/IgH clones tracked by frequency (Y-axis) of occurrence in all mice tested

(n = 7 for each genotype). (C) Prevalence of high-frequency clones in PtenWT/Y68H mutants and their wild-type (PtenWT/WT) littermates.

seen to TLR 7/8 agonists (R848, P = 0.03) > TLR9 (CpG, ODN1826,
P = 0.12) > TLR4 (lipopolysaccharide) stimulation. In contrast
to the B-cell expansion demonstrated above, no CD4+ T-cell
expansion was observed in naïve Pten mutants in spite of the
increased prevalence of high-frequency T-cell clones (P = 0.75,
Fig. 4B). In accordance, negligible T-cell infiltration was observed
in peripheral organs (data not shown). Also, no major differences
in T-regulatory cell frequencies were observed among the three
Pten genotypes (4.5% in PtenWT/WT versus 4.8% in PtenWT/m3m4

versus 4.2% in Ptenm3m4/m3m4, Fig. 4C). Similar pro-inflammatory
T-cell reactivity was observed in the B6-PtenWT/m3m4 (Fig. 4D) as
well as PtenY68H/WT mice with systemic Pten decrease, albeit with
overall lower frequencies compared to Ptenm3m4/WT at 6 weeks of
age (Fig. 4E). Collectively, our data suggest a proclivity for pro-
inflammatory Th1 responses in systemic Pten mutants upon
perception of danger signals but no ongoing pathogenic T-cell
expansion or T-regulatory cell defects in naïve unchallenged
mice.

Reduced nuclear Pten expression is associated with
decreased expression of the autoimmune regulator
Aire in mTECs

Since central T-cell repertoire selection is mediated by the
medullary thymic epithelial cells (mTECs), we compared the thy-
mus of Pten mutant versus wild-type littermates. Interestingly,
Pten was found to be predominantly expressed in the thymic
medulla, where mTECs are known to reside. More importantly,
we observed a significant decrease in Pten expression in the
medulla of Pten mutants compared to wild-type (Supplementary
Material, Fig. S4A). This led us to interrogate if there were
any functional changes in mTECs as a result of decreased
Pten expression. The autoimmune regulator (AIRE) is a key
transcription factor specifically expressed in mTECs. AIRE

expression allows deletion of T-cells with high T-cell receptor
affinity against self-proteins (17). We observed a significant
decrease in Aire expression at P24 and P42 in the thymus
of CD1-Ptenm3m4/m3m4 < PtenWT/m3m4 < PtenWT/WT by IHC (Fig. 5A,
middle and bottom rows, quantified in Supplementary Material,
Fig. S3B), confocal microscopy (Supplementary Material, Fig.
S4B, integrated density 29.01 versus 8.28) and Western blotting
(Supplementary Material, Fig. S4C). Since endogenous Aire
is expressed at very low levels in <1% of the thymic cell
population, we immunoprecipitated it specifically from whole
thymic lysates and confirmed its decrease in Ptenm3m4/m3m4 mice
(Supplementary Material, Fig. S4D). A significant decrease in Aire
expression was also evident in the lymph nodes of Ptenm3m4/m3m4

mice (Fig. 5B). B6-PtenWT/m3m4 also showed lower thymic Aire
expression (Fig. 5C, Supplementary Material, Fig. S3B). More
importantly, the median florescence intensity of Aire within
the mature MHC-IIhi-CD80hi mTEC population was lower in the
Ptenm3m4/m3m4 mice compared to wild-type (median fluorescence
intensity (MFI) of 68 744 versus 82 386; % decrease of 16.5%),
indicating decreased Aire expression per cell (n = 10, Fig. 5D and
Supplementary Material, Fig. S4F). No significant differences
were observed in the proportions of MHC-IIlo-CD80lo (immature
mTECs, 26.5% PtenWT/WT versus 19.4% PtenWT/m3m4 versus 32.9%
Ptenm3m4/m3m4) and MHC-IIhi-CD80hi (mature mTECs, 27.85%
PtenWT/WT versus 36.5% PtenWT/m3m4 versus 35.3% Ptenm3m4/m3m4)
cells in mutant versus wild-type mice (Supplementary Material,
Fig. S4E). In contrast, PtenWT/Y68H mutant mice with nuclear-
predominant Pten expression showed similar Aire expression to
their wild-type littermates (Fig. 5E, Supplementary Material, Fig.
S3B). These data comparing three systemic Pten mutant mouse
models characterized by distinct cell compartmentalization of
Pten collectively show that a decrease in nuclear Pten but not
of cytoplasmic Pten results in reduced Aire expression in the
thymus as well as lymph nodes.
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Figure 3. Systemic and constitutive decrease in Pten expression is associated with B-cell hyperactivation. (A) Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA)

quantification for serum IgG2b in CD1-Ptenm3m4/m3m4 (� Pten−/−; P = 4 × 10−5; n = 8) and CD1-Ptenm3m4/WT (� Pten+/−; P = 0.049; n = 6) mice compared to CD1-PtenWT/WT

litter mates (• Pten+/+; n = 8). (B) Isotyping of serum Immunoglobulin in CD1-Ptenm3m4 mice. (C) ELISA quantifying IFN-α reactive antibodies in sera of CD1-Ptenm3m4 mice

(n = 10; P = 0.0023). (D) Representative IHC showing IgG infiltration in adrenal glands of CD1-Ptenm3m4 mice. (E) IHC for B220+ cells showing germinal center formation

in the spleen in CD1-Ptenm3m4/m3m4 (Pten−/−) mice. (F) IHC for B220+ cells in lymph nodes of CD1-Ptenm3m4 mutant mice, also showing lymph node hypertrophy.

Quantification of IHC in Supplementary Material, Fig. S3A. Scale bar = 100 μm. (G) Top panel: representative flow cytometry plots showing frequency of B-cell in lymph

nodes of CD1-Ptenm3m4 mice; Bottom panel: graphical summary of mean B-cell frequencies in CD1-Ptenm3m4 mice (n = 3 experiments; P = 0.014).

To evaluate if the reduction in Aire expression in Pten mutants
was functionally relevant, we analyzed the Aire-dependent
expression of tissue-specific antigens (TSAs) in the thymus.
Since single time-point TSA expression can be a highly variable
transcriptional snapshot in time, we conducted a time course

analysis for Insulin2 expression, which showed continued low
expression in Ptenm3m4/m3m4 mutants throughout all ages (Fig. 5F).
Collectively, our data suggest that Pten mutants have a loss in
Aire expression with functionally relevant consequences on the
central tolerance and immune repertoire selection machinery.
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Figure 4. Mutants with systemically decreased Pten levels have a predisposition for T-cell hyper-responsiveness. (A) EliSpot frequencies of IFNγ -producing lymph

nodes cells in Ptenm3m4 mice after TLR stimulation (left panel, n = 3, R848 P = 0.03, CpG P = 0.12) and non-specific stimulation of T-cells with Concanavalin A (right panel,

n = 3, P = 0.019). (B) Top panel: representative flow cytometry plots (n = 5 experiments) showing frequencies of T-cell subsets in lymph nodes of CD1-Ptenm3m4 mice.

Bottom panel: graphical summary showing mean frequencies of CD4+ (P = 0.75 Pten−/− compared to WT), CD8+ (P = 0.0047 Pten−/− compared to WT) and CD4-CD8-

(P = 0.032 Pten−/− compared to WT) T-cells. (C) Flow cytometry-based mean frequencies of T-regulatory cells in lymph nodes of CD1-Ptenm3m4 mice (n = 3; P-value = not

significant). Error bars depict standard deviation. (D, E) EliSpot frequencies of IFNγ producing T-cells in response to TLR stimulation in (D) B6-PtenWT/m3m4 and (E)

PtenWT/Y68H lymph nodes.

Nuclear Pten regulates expression and splicing of the
Aire transcript
To address the mechanism by which nuclear Pten may mediate a
decrease in Aire protein expression, we quantified Aire transcript
levels in the thymus throughout development. As expected, WT

thymi showed high levels of Aire transcript during early postna-
tal stages that declined with age. However, Aire mRNA transcript
levels in Ptenm3m4/m3m4 mice remained low at early postnatal
stages and throughout development (P2, P = 0.009, and P8, P = 0.4,
Fig. 6A).
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Figure 5. Decreased nuclear Pten expression is associated with significantly reduced expression of the autoimmune regulator Aire. (A) Representative (n = 3) IHC for

Aire expression (brown DAB staining) in the thymus of CD1-Ptenm3m4 at P8 (top row), P24 (middle row) and P42 (bottom row). (B) Western blot for Aire expression in lymph

nodes of CD1-Ptenm3m4 mice (n = 4 each genotype). Numbers below the figure are ratios of Pten/β-Actin band intensities. (C) Representative IHC for Aire expression

(brown nuclear DAB staining) in thymi of B6-Ptenm3m4 mice at 6 weeks of age (n = 3 mice). (D) Flow cytometry histograms showing MFI of Aire expression in the mature

mTEC population (16.5% decrease in Pten−/− mutants compared to Pten+/+, n = 10 mice pooled for each genotype). (E) Representative IHC for Aire expression (brown

nuclear DAB staining) in thymi of B6-PtenY68H mice with predominantly nuclear Pten, at 6 weeks of age (n = 4 mice). (F) Time course of q-RT-PCR-based relative expression

of Insulin 2 in thymus at different ages. Quantifications of IHC in Supplementary Material, Fig. S3B. Error bars depict standard deviation. Scale bar = 100 μm.

Recent studies have highlighted the post-transcriptional reg-
ulation of Aire by alternative splicing, specifically intron reten-
tion (18). Also, decreased expression of the lysyl hydroxylase

Jmjd6 has been implicated in increased retention of Aire
intron-2 (19). An increase in the ratio of intron-2 retaining
transcripts to mature Aire transcripts (P = 0.036, Fig. 6B) and
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Figure 6. Nuclear Pten regulates expression and splicing of the Aire transcript. (A) qRT-PCR-based fold difference in Aire mRNA transcript levels at different stages of

postnatal development in CD1-Ptenm3m4 mice (P2, P = 0.009, and P8, P = 0.4; n = 6). (B) q-RT-PCR-based fold difference in intron-2 retaining versus mature Aire transcript

in mice with reduced nuclear Pten (n = 5, P = 0.036). (C) q-RT-PCR for relative Jmjd6 expression in thymus of CD1-Ptenm3m4 mice (representative of three separate

experiments with different primer sets, n = 5 per experiment, P = 0.018). (D) Immunoblots (n = 2 experiments) on nuclear and cytoplasmic fractions of CD1-Ptenm3m4

thymus showing total levels of U2af2 (top panel) and U2af2 bound to immunoprecipitated Pten (bottom panel). (E) Confocal imaging showing co-localization (yellow overlay)

of Aire protein (red) with Pten protein (green) only in the nucleus (blue) of CD1-Ptenm3m4 mTECs at 6 weeks of age. Integrated density of Aire and Pten stain is shown

below each respective panel. Error bars depict standard deviations.

decreased expression of Jmjd6 (P = 0.018, Fig. 6C) was observed
in Ptenm3m4/m3m4 mutant thymus. Total levels of U2 small nuclear
ribonucleoprotein auxiliary factor 65-kD subunit (U2AF65 or
U2AF2), a known substrate of Jmjd6, were not different in the
nucleus of WT and Ptenm3m4 mutant thymi. However, U2af2
binding to nuclear Pten was significantly reduced in the
Ptenm3m4 mutant thymus (Fig. 6D). These data suggest reduced
recruitment of U2af2 to the likely Pten-U2af2-Jmjd6 interaction
within the spliceosome in Pten mutants leading to alternative
splicing and expression of Aire. Interestingly, Pten (green) and
Aire (red) proteins were observed to co-localize (yellow overlap)
in the nucleus (blue) of mTECs (Fig. 6E). This observed protein–
protein interaction between nuclear Pten and Aire may indicate
additional regulatory interactions between the two proteins that
should be explored as part of future studies.

Discussion
We show that a systemic reduction in nuclear PTEN results
in a skewed peripheral immune repertoire with significantly

increased prevalence of high-frequency T- and B-cell clones in
PHTS patients. This observation was found to be true also in
murine models with systemic Pten mutations. This is likely the
result of a more central involvement of PTEN in T-cell repertoire
selection than previously appreciated. Altered immune reper-
toire composition in patients with germline PTEN mutations may
have significant consequences on individual responses to phys-
iological stress, which in turn would modulate individual sus-
ceptibility to cancer, autoimmunity and/or neurodevelopmental
disorders like ASD (9–14).

The AIRE is a key central regulator, critical for immune reper-
toire determination. As a transcription factor expressed by spe-
cialized mTECs, AIRE facilitates expression of an ‘immunological
self-shadow’ during T-cell negative selection, thus playing an
essential role in deletion of self-reactive clones and develop-
ment of the T-cell repertoire (17). Germline mutations in the
AIRE gene lead to a systemic autoimmune disease, autoimmune
polyendocrinopathy-candidiasis-ectodermal dystrophy, indicat-
ing the importance of AIRE in controlling autoimmunity (20). It is
interesting that AIRE as a transcription factor allows expression
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of ‘self-proteins’ by chromatin de-condensation (21), whereas
nuclear PTEN is known to be a regulator of genomic integrity and
chromatin stability (22,23). Although various signaling mediators
such as the Rb and TNF family members as well as Pten have
been shown to affect thymic development and mTEC matu-
ration (24,25), no direct transcriptional regulatory association
between PTEN, a master regulator of cellular proliferation, and
AIRE, a key regulator of immunity, has been established until
now.

In light of the previously established roles of PTEN in adap-
tive immunity and immune function (26), the prevalence of
high-frequency clones in the peripheral immune repertoire of
naïve unchallenged systemic/germline mutants (PHTS patients
or Ptenm3m4 mice) may be a combined effect of both escaped
high-frequency clones resulting from reduction in thymic Aire
expression and their subsequent clonal expansion fueled by
Pten mutation-mediated increase in PI3K signaling and pro-
liferation in peripheral immune cells. The increase in high-
frequency clones in Ptenm3m4 mutants was reflected only as a
minor increase in CD4+ T-cell numbers, since high-frequency
clones comprise less than 1% of the T-cell repertoire in a naïve
system. However, such a potentially self-reactive system would
remain predisposed to significantly increased CD4+ T-cell help
and B-cell proliferation upon receipt of stress signals, resulting in
acute or chronic inflammation. The nature of the environmen-
tal stressors encountered (gene–environment interaction) would
likely influence an individual’s phenotypic outcome ranging
from the spectrum of ASD to autoimmunity to cancer. Monitor-
ing of TCRVB frequencies would probably correlate with disease
onset or progression in predisposed individuals even with the
same PTEN variant. Larger sample size studies are needed to
determine the penetrance of specific PTEN variation in affecting
TCRVB repertoire changes. The overall impact on the immune
repertoire of escaped high-frequency clones from the thymus
versus peripheral T- and B-cell expansion cannot be separated in
animal models of systemic Pten decrease. However, the systemic
and constitutive nature of Pten mutations in our models was
a critical feature that allowed us to observe the decrease in
Aire expression instead of masking it with deleterious effects
on thymic development as is seen in cell-specific Pten mutant
models (27).

The cytoplasmic role of PTEN as a regulator of the PI3K-AKT
signaling pathway has been well established (4). However, its
importance as a nuclear regulator of genomic integrity and tran-
scription is emerging (22,23,28,29). We propose an additional role
for nuclear Pten in regulating Aire expression via splicing mech-
anisms. Although we show predisposition to higher peripheral
T-cell reactivity in both the Ptenm3m4 and PtenY68H mutants, due
to systemic loss of total Pten, only the Ptenm3m4 mutants showed
increased high-frequency T-cell clones in the periphery. We rec-
ognize that the cell compartment-specific murine models com-
pared here result from mutations in distinct regions of the Pten
molecule and therefore, different Pten functionality is impli-
cated. However, both mutations result in hyper-phosphorylation
of Akt as expected (data not shown). The PtenY68H mutation
maps to the phosphatase domain and therefore is considered
more functionally deleterious. However, only the Ptenm3m4 muta-
tion in the C2 domain that induces predominantly cytoplasmic
expression of the protein resulted in a significant impact on Aire
expression. These observations further support that the reduc-
tion in Aire expression likely is a result of decreased nuclear
functions of Pten.

The involvement of Pten in regulation of splicing factors such
as U2af2 has been documented (30,31). This interaction could
possibly also involve other as yet unidentified splicing factors.

U2af2 is a known substrate for Jmjd6, a nuclear protein that
catalyzes lysyl hydroxylation of splicing regulators (32,33). As a
widely involved splicing factor, U2AF2 has been shown to co-
immunoprecipitate with JMJD6 as well as PTEN (31,33). Recently,
deficiency of Jmjd6 has been implicated in increased retention of
intron-2 of Aire (18), whereby introduction of a premature termi-
nation codon at the N-terminus of the Aire transcript results in
truncated Aire protein. Increased proportions of immature/trun-
cated Aire protein also cause mislocalization of the mature/full
length Aire protein to the cytoplasm instead of the nucleus, caus-
ing accelerated degradation of both the truncated and mature
proteins (18,19). Interestingly, our confocal imaging data also
show co-localization of Pten and Aire within the nucleus. Our
data suggest reduced recruitment of U2af2 to the likely Pten–
U2af2–Jmjd6 interaction within the spliceosome in Pten mutants
leading to alternative splicing and expression of Aire, and possi-
bly of a wide range of other transcripts. Therefore, multifactorial
mechanisms are implicated in Pten-mediated regulation of Aire
expression, probably involving transcriptional control, defective
recruitment of U2af2 to the spliceosome and transcript/protein
stability. These observations warrant more detailed mechanistic
investigations. Overall, our finding that Pten modulates immune
repertoire composition expands the involvement of Pten in cen-
tral immunity and establishes it as an important underlying
factor for individual predisposition to chronic inflammation and
differential susceptibility to cancer, autoimmunity or aberrant
neurodevelopment. Immune repertoire monitoring and poten-
tially modulation in at-risk individuals with germline mutations
in PTEN may provide predictive benefit for disease management.

Material and Methods
Murine models

CD1 and C57Bl/6 mice were commercially procured (Jack-
son Labs, Bar Harbor, MI). Ptenm3m4 mutants on CD1 (CD1-
Ptenm3m4/m3m4, denoted as Pten−/−) and C57Bl/6 (B6-Ptenm3m4)
backgrounds and PtenY68H mutants were generated as described
previously (34–36). Ptenm3m4/m3m4 and PtenWT/m3m4 germline
mutants are characterized by significantly reduced nuclear
Pten expression, compared to wild-type (CD1-PtenWT/WT, denoted
as Pten+/+). In contrast, PtenY68H mutants have predominantly
nuclear Pten expression. Both models show a constitutive
decrease in total Pten protein (34–36). Age- and sex-matched
Pten wild-type littermates were used as controls.

Animal ethics statement. All procedures were approved by the
Cleveland Clinic’s Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee
under protocol numbers 2018-1952 and 2017-1879 and guided
by the Principles of Laboratory Animal Care formulated by the
National Society for Medical Research.

Human subjects

Peripheral blood DNA samples were procured from patients that
presented at the Cleveland Clinic Center for Personalized Health
with disease symptoms that warranted PTEN mutation testing.
PTEN mutations were identified by routine Sanger sequencing
screening. The selected cohort had an equal distribution of
males and females. All selected patients had detailed documen-
tation of immune phenotypes and diagnosis of either ASD or
cancers associated with PHTS.

Human subject ethics statement. All human subject accrual and
studies were conducted in accordance with the Declaration of
Helsinki. All study protocols were approved by the institutional
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review board (IRB) of the Cleveland Clinic and conducted under
IRB# 8458. Informed consent was obtained from all enrolled
subjects.

Immunohistochemistry

IHC staining was performed as previously described for
paraformaldehyde fixed, frozen sections (34). Primary antibodies
were acquired commercially (supplementary material). Images
were acquired on a Leica DM2000 LED microscope using a
DFC450C camera and ImageQ Software. Fluorescent confocal
images were acquired on a Leica multi-photon confocal
microscope at 630× with 3× digital zoom. Digital image analysis
was performed using ImageJ (v1.52k; National Institutes of
Health, Bethesda, MD). DAB was separated from hematoxylin via
an ImageJ plugin (https://beardatashare.bham.ac.uk/dl/fiGsh6o
znHZG4BvQ84YSetim/colourdeconvolution.zip) (37). Images
were set to the same standard pixel range background threshold.
Mean gray output was converted to optical density (OD) using:
OD = log [255/mean gray value] (38). Integrated density was
calculated as OD X area. Means of integrated density derived
from three replicates were graphed.

Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay

Immunoglobulin isotyping, IgG2b quantifications and anti
TNF-α antibodies were tested on sera from six-week-old
mice according to manufacturer instructions (eBioscience,
San Diego, CA). Antibody pairs were purchased commercially
(supplementary material). Serum samples were diluted to
1:10 000 in Assay Buffer. Absorbance was measured at 490 nm
on a SynergyMx Microplate reader (BioTek, Winooski, VT).

ELISpot

Capture and detection antibody pairs were commercially pro-
cured (supplementary material). A total of 1 × 105 lymph node
cells or 2 × 105 splenocytes/well were cultured in antibody pre-
coated ELISpot plates (Millipore Billerica, MA) and stimulated
with specific TLR agonists (InvivoGen San Diego, CA) for 24 hours.
ELISpot assays were conducted per antibody manufacturer’s
instruction (eBioscience). Spots were counted on a CTL S6 Uni-
versal V ELISPOT reader and analyzed using the ImmunoSpot 5.1
software (Cellular Technologies, Cleveland, OH).

Flow cytometry

Thymi from ∼10 mice were pooled and mechanically dispersed.
Tissue was digested with 0.125% (w/v) Collagenase and Dispase
cocktail+50KU/ml DNAase for 15 min at 37◦C. Cells were resus-
pended in FACS buffer (5 mm EDTA + 1% fetal calf serum + 0.02%
sodium azide in PBS) and incubated for 10 min at 4◦C to dis-
rupt rosette formation. A total of 1 × 106 cells were blocked for
Fcγ R and surface stained. T-regulatory cell and intracellular Aire
staining were performed using the eBioscienceTM T-regulatory
cell staining kit. Gating strategy for detection of Aire expression
in mature mTECs is shown in Supplementary Material, Fig. S4F.
Cells were acquired on a Becton Dickinson Fortessa LSR Flow
Cytometer and analyzed using BD FacsDiva v.8.0.1 and Flow Jo
software v.10.0.7.

Quantitative reverse transcription–polymerase chain
reaction

RNA was extracted using the standard Ribozol RNA extraction
protocol (VWR Amresco, Solon, OH). Reverse transcription was

performed using the Superscript III First strand synthesis kit.
SYBR Green quantitative reverse transcription–polymerase
chain reaction (qRT-PCR) was performed using commercially
available primers (Genecopoeia, Rockville, MD). Intron-2 reten-
tion qRT-PCR was performed using Taqman custom designed
primers and probes (supplementary material). Jmjd6 qRT-PCR
was performed using three sets of in-house designed primers
(Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA).

Western blotting

A total of 40 μg total protein lysate in mammalian protein extrac-
tion reagent was transferred to a PVDF membrane. Antibodies
and reagents were used as detailed in supplementary material.
Intensity of bands was quantified using Image Studio Lite v 5.2
software (LI-COR Biotechnology, Lincoln, NE) and normalized to
Gapdh/Actin.

Immunoprecipitation

Frozen tissues were lysed in RIPA buffer (50 mM Tris-HCL
C4H11NO3, 1% NP-40, 0.1% SDS NaC12H25SO4, 1 mM EDTA
C10H16N2O8, 250 mM NaCl) and protein concentration set to
2 mg/ml. Aire protein was immunoprecipitated using Protein
A/G beads as per manufacturer’s instructions (Thermo Scientific,
Waltham, MA).

T-cell receptor/B-cell receptor sequencing

DNA was extracted from murine lymph nodes or peripheral
blood of PHTS patients using the DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kit
(Qiagen, Germantown, MD). Deep sequencing was performed for
T-cell receptor variable-region β-chain (TCRVb) diversity analy-
sis. BCR sequencing was performed at survey level on an Illu-
mina platform (Adaptive Biotechnologies Seattle, WA). Sequenc-
ing data were analyzed in-house using the ImmunoSeq Analyzer
3.0 software and publicly available healthy control TCRVb data
panels (Adaptive Biotechnologies).

Statistical analyses

Statistical significance was determined by performing the two-
tailed Student’s t-tests on all control and test data. Significance
was determined at P-values of <0.05.

Supplementary Material
Supplementary Material is available at HMG online.
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